
 
 
Iron & Bronze "Magnus" (Unique Piece) 
The watch case 50 x 20mm bold iron, the surface rusted and stabilized with green tea, the tannin from the green tea 
stops rusting process and stabilizes the surface. This is an old Japanese surface coloring and sealing concept used on 
Tsuba and Kabuto. Inner watch container, the back and dial made from bronze. The beezel with 12 tubes with heavy 
lume. The movement historical hand-winding movement, Caliber FHF 96 (Fontainemelon around 1955) with a 2-days 
power reserve 
 
Retail Price:     6’800.00 
Special Price: 2’500.00 



 
 
Steampunk "Bronze Barrel Diver" Gents (Unique Piece) 
A large 50 mm diameter Diving Watch with oversize rotating bezel with four glowing tubes indicating the 15 minutes dive 
time. The dominant fixing screw at 12 o'clock secures the bezel position. Both cases with 12 hour markers inlaid, the 
dial solid lume, blued historic steel hands. The movements historical hand-winding caliber FHF 96 with a 2-days power 
reserve. Black natural rubber strap 
 
Retail Price:     7’200.00 
Special Price: 2’500.00 
 



 
 
Steampunk "Bronze Barrel Diver" Lady (Unique Piece) 
A smaller 42 mm diameter Diving Watch with oversize rotating bezel with four glowing tubes indicating the 15 minutes 
dive time. The dominant fixing screw at 12 o'clock secures the bezel position. Both cases with 12 hour markers inlaid, 
the dial solid lume, blued historic steel hands. The movements historical hand-winding caliber FHF 96 with a two-days 
power reserve. Black natural rubber strap 
 
Retail Price:     6’800.00 
Special Price: 2’300.00 
 



 
 
THE SQUARE (Unique Piece) 
Bronze, 42 mm diameter, 53 mm corner to corner, height 25 mm. dial with lume application, sapphire crystal, historical 
hand-winding movement caliber FHF 69 with 2-Days power reserve, natural rubber strap. The luminous powder was 
gained from oyster powder after an old 17th century process. Slight Irregularities and color differences are unavoidably 
 
Retail Price:     5’800.00 
Special Price: 2’400.00 
 



 
 
Oignon de deux Temps (Unique Piece) 
or in English "two times onion" or "onion of two times", two individual watches in one creating a solid GMT watch. I was 
inspired by the so called "Montre Oignon" manufactured in France between the end of 17th to middle of 18th century. 
The watch was manufactured from 1.4435NcU staybright steel, sapphire crystal, one green and one blue glowing dial 
with "bâton" indexes and luminous hands. two historical hand-winding movements caliber FHF 96 with two-days power 
reserve. 48 mm diameter, 29 mm thick. 
 
Retail Price:     6’600.00 
Special Price: 2’970.00 
 



 
 
Glowing Mirror (Unique Piece) 
44 x 24 mm stainless steel case with mirror polished inner case that reflects the glowing dial. Sapphire crystal, screwed 
crown, solid glowing dial, solid stainless steel bracelet, 20 ATM pressure tested. Historical self-winding Movement 
Caliber ETA 2820 manufactured in the early 1970s 
 
 
Retail Price:     4’200.00 
Special Price: 1’890.00 
 



 
 
Kintsugi Timepiece (Unique Piece) 
A bronze Watch from the "Time Barrel Line" with urushi coating imitating corroded iron called "tetsu-nuri" with a gold 
mending called "kintsugi". The same corroded iron on dial and back medallion. Historical hand-winding movement, 
caliber FHF 96, manufactured by the (Fabrique d'Horlogerie Fontainemelon) in the 1950s with two-days power reserve. 
Single curved sapphire crystal, black natural rubber strap 
 
Retail Price:     5’500.00 
Special Price: 2’475.00 
 



 
 
RETRO/I (Unique Piece) 
Experimental watch. Stainless 1.4435NCu "Staybrite" steel 43 mm diameter, sapphire crystal, historical hand-winding 
movement Caliber FHF 96 with two-day Power Reserve, solid lume dial, 70s style hands, completely made by hand and 
hand operated machines only 
 
Retail Price:     4’600.00 
Special Price: 1’950.00 
 



 
 
RETRO/II (Unique Piece) 
Stainless 1.4435NCu "Staybrite" steel 43 mm diameter, sapphire crystal, historical hand-winding movement Caliber FHF 
96 with two-day Power Reserve, solid lume dial, 70s style hands, completely made by hand and hand operated 
machines only 
 
Retail Price:     4’600.00 
Special Price: 1’950.00 
 



 
 
"Glowing Skull" (Unique Piece) 
Timepiece showing a luminous skull. The dial is made from sapphire. The black aeras pad-printed on the reverse, the 
luminous areas are applied with luminous oyster shell powder bound in epoxy. 1.4435NcU "Staybrite" 42 mm stainless 
steel case with sapphire crystal, Historical self-winding movement caliber ETA 2820 manufactured in the early 1970s 
 
 
Retail Price:     3’800.00 
Special Price: 1’710.00 
 



 
 
Contemplation (Unique Piece) 
A unique piece 42 mm stainless steel case. revolving hour disk that replaces the dial. The disk decorated with a flying 
bird in the night made from urushi lacquer in high relief technique "takamaki-e". The beek is pointing respectively telling 
the time (Hours Only). The movement a historical self-winding movement Caliber ETA 2820 manufactured in the early 
1970s 
 
Retail Price:     4’600.00 
Special Price: 2’070.00 
 



 
 
NEGORO (Unique Piece) 
a timepiece with a "Tame-Negoro" urushi dial. Undercoat "Shû-neri"top layer "roiro-nuri", on some points less than 0.01 
mm thin. 42 mm stainless steel case and back, single curved sapphire crystal. mechanical self-winding movement, 
caliber ETA 2824 (Eterna-Matic) manufactured around 1975. 
 
Retail Price:     3’600.00 
Special Price: 1’620.00 
 
 
 



 
 
AXIS/I Navigator  
Two-body, circular, satin finished and polished stainless steel case with down-turned lugs, screwed exhibition back, 
screw-locked crown with black enamel logo inlay, 3 mm bombée sapphire crystal, nickel finished, mechanical self-
winding movement, 11.500’’’, 25 Jewels, black enamel lacquered dial, polished numerals rhodium plated, hands and 
indexes with Super-LumiNova C3, hours, minutes, sweep-second, date at 6 o’clock, patented Revolving-Disk-System 
(R.D.S.), Angular Momentum calf leather strap. Case caliber 42 mm, 10 ATM pressure tested 
 
Retail Price:     2’900.00 
Special Price: 1’200.00 
 



 
 
Montre Poche - Guilloche Lumineuse (Unique Piece) 
Two-body mirror polished 40 mm 1.4435Cnu Staybrite stainless steel case with 8.00 mm hand-winding crown with 
cabochon Onyx at 1 o‘clock, sapphire crystal, hand-winding movement, caliber FHF 96 with 2-days power reserve.  
The guilloche dial made of various layers of Japan lacquer, mixed with peach color luminous sulphate. 
 
Retail Price:     4’400.00 
Special Price: 1’980.00 
 
 
 



 
 
Tamamushi Timepiece (Unique Piece) 
Three-body 1.4435NcU Staybrite case 40.00 mm diameter, polished body and satin finished bezel, sapphire crystal, 
crown with cabochon Amethist. Historical hand-winding movement, Caliber FHF 96, Tamamushi mosaic dial. 
Chrysochroa fulgidissima, „jewel beetle“ - This beetle is native to Japan. It is typically found in woods or forests during 
summer and can grow between 30–41 millimetres in length. The Tamamushi Shrine, an Asuka Period miniature shrine 
located at H!ry"-ji Temple, Nara prefecture, is the first known object decorated with urushi lacquer and beetle wings. 
Today Tamamushi-Nuri is executed only by a few Urushi lacquer masters in Wajima, Japan.  
 
Retail Price:     4’600.00 
Special Price: 2’070.00 
 



 
 
Plume (Unique Piece) 
Stainless steel watch case with polished bezel, 42.00 mm. Medallion with basket design Japan lacquer in relief. An 
oversize stainless steel plume serti traditionell et millesgrains with 1.500 ct TW F brilliants. Polished aperture for the 
digital time display. Mechanical self-winding movement. Unique piece 
 
Retail Price:     8’400.00 
Special Price: 3’780.00 
 



 
 
BouquetBouquet - Double Verre Èglomisè – (Unique Piece) 
 
Two-body Stainless Steel mirror polished with stepped bezel, 8.00 mm hand-winding crown with black cabochon 
diamond, decorated historical hand-winding movement, caliber Unitas 6325, 21‘600 A/h, 17 jewels, case caliber 45.80 x 
15 mm. Verre Èglomisè miniature painting on the reverse of the sapphire crystal, featuring a multi-color flower bouquet 
in the style of the 18th Century enamel work on pocket watches. Framed aperture for the revolving-hours „à 
Souscription“at 6 o‘clock. A second Verre Èglomisè work on the reverse of the large back sapphire glass, featuring 
another colorful flower bouquet.  
 
Retail Price:     25’000.00 
Special Price: 7’200.00 
 



 
 
Lotos Timepiece (Unique Piece) 
The entire case parts 47 x 14 mm and crown are made from common iron. After polishing, the watch parts were gold 
plated. Then all the visible areas have been polished again to remove the gold. Then the parts have been rusted slowly 
with a mixture of vinegar, salt and Hydrogen peroxide. The solution was frequently applied very thinly with a cotton swab 
and kept in the urushi-murô on high relative humidity. It took around 10 days to create an even rusted surface. Then the 
iron parts were dropped into Hydrochloric acid until all rust particles have been removed to leave a white and pure iron 
surface. Then the parts were sent to a supplier for a black PVD coating. The effect after PVD plating is comparable with 
the original brownish rust surface. The indexes are polished brass rivets. The hour hand is the stem of a blossom 
rendered in "takamaki-e" high relief urushi lacquer. There is only an hour hand that let you estimate the time. The leather 
strap is lacquered with black urushi.  
 
Retail Price:     5’200.00 
Special Price: 2’530.00 
 



 
 
Montre Chinoise (Unique Piece) 
1.4435NcU Staybrite stainless steel case 14 x 47 mm, polished, surrounded by pearls, sapphire front crystal, sapphire 
dial with black numerals and indexes, black Empire style steel hands, stainless steel crown with pearl, the back 
with a Verre Églomisé miniature painting on the reverse of the sapphire crystal featuring an 19th century 
flower bouquet. Historical hand-winding movement, Caliber FHF 96 with 2-days power reserve 
 
Retail Price:     22’000.00 
Special Price: 6’200.00 
 



 
 
DESTINATION24  
Two-body stainless steel case with down-tuned lugs, single curved sapphire crystal, silver eloxated dial, 
local time by hour, minute, second hand, mechanical world time sysem by Revolving-Disk-System based on 
Patent CH686988, planisphere behind pierced world time disk, quartz movement, 11.500‘‘‘,,1 rubie, genuine 
leather strap with stainless steel clasp, Case caliber 4 (38 mm) 
 
 
Retail Price:     720.00 
Special Price: 400.00 
 


